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governed by tonality, helped shape musical structure. With this system, composers
developed forms of instrumental music larger than had ever before been known.

This transition to major-minor tonality was marked by a significant technical
advance: the establishment of a new tuning system that allowed instruments to play
in any key. Called equal temperament, this tuning adjusted (or tempered) the math-
ematically "pure" intervals within the octave to equalize the distance between adja-
cent tones, making it possible to play in every major and minor key without
experiencing unpleasant sounds. This development greatly increased the range of
harmonic possibilities available to the composer.

Johann Sebastian Bach demonstrated that he could write in everyone of the
twelve major and twelve minor keys. His Well-TemperedClavieris a two-volume key-
board collection, each containing twenty-four preludes and fugues, or one in every
possible key (see p. 138). Today,our ears are conditioned to the equal tempered sys-
tem, since this is how pianos are now tuned.

BAROQUEMUSICALSTYLE@
During the Baroque era, the rhythmic freedom of the monodic style eventually gave
way to a vigorous rhythm based on regular accent and carried by a moving bass
part. Rhythm helped capture the drive and movement of this dynamic age. The elab-
orate scrollwork of Baroque architecture found its musical equivalent in the princi-
ple of continuous expansion of melody. A movement might start with a striking
musical figure that spins out ceaselessly. In vocal music, wide leaps and chromatic
tones helped create melodies that were highly expressive of the text.

Baroque musicians used dissonant chords more freely, for emotional intensity
and color. In setting poetry, for example, a composer might use a dissonance to
heighten the impact of a particularly expressive word.

The dynamic contrasts achieved in Renaissance music through varied imitative
voicings gave way to a more nuanced treatment in the Baroque, which contributed
to the expression of emotions, especially of the text. Dramatic forte/piano contrasts
and echo effects were also typical. By comparison with later eras, Baroque com-
posers were sparing in their use of expression marks, leaving these interpretive deci-
sions to performers.

THEDOCTRINEOFTHEAFFECTIONS
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The Baroque inherited from the Renaissance an impressive technique of text paint-
ing, in which the music vividly mirrored the words. It was generally accepted that
music ought to arouse the emotions, or affections-for example, joy,anger, love, fear,
or exaltation. By the late seventeenth century, an entire piece or movement was nor-
mally built on a single affection, applying what was known as the doctrine of the
affections. The opening musical idea established the mood of the piece, which pre-
vailed until the work's end. This procedure differs markedly from the practice of later
eras, when music was based on two or more contrasting emotions.
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THERISEOFTHEVIRTUOSOMUSICIAN

As the great musical instrument builders in Italy and Germany improved and refined
their instruments, Baroque performers responded with more virtuosic playing.
Composers in turn wrote works that demanded even more advanced playing
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